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**Volume 28, no. 2: September 2014** [portrait of Joseph Addison on cover]

1 Tributes to Betty Rizzo: From the 2013 EC/ASECS Roundtable Book Launch “Honoring Betty Rizzo.” Temma Berg, Lorna Clark, Elizabeth Lambert, Sylvia Kasey Marks, Stephanie Oppenheim, and Mary Margaret Stewart

12 Addison’s Mistress J. A. Downie

16 Are They Keeping up? A Cursory Inspection in September 2014 of The MLA’s International Bibliography and MHRA’s *The Annual Bibliography of English Language and Literature* James E. May


Ellen Moody

James May

67 Ellen Malenas Ledoux. *Social Reform in Gothic Writing: Fantastic Forms of Change, 1764-1834* (2013)
Sharon L. Decker

70 Directory Changes, News of Members, Meetings, Announcements, &c.

**Volume 28, no. 1: March 2014 [palimpsest in color on cover]**

1 Editing Swift: Problems and Possibilities: Presidential Address, 9 Nov. 2013
James Woolley

6 In Retirement, Contemplating what EC/ASECS Is Or Has Become
Brijraj Singh

12 The Trampling-upon-the-Crucifix Episode, Again
Hermann J. Real

23 Interwoven Globe: The World-wide Textile Trade, 1500-1800 [exhibition review]
Brijraj Singh

Kevin Joel Berland

Jack Fruchtman, Jr.

Elizabeth Lambert

Paul J. deGategno

Peter F. Perreten

Robert G. Walker

Corey E. Andrews
Suzanne Forbes Wins Elias Irish-American Research Travel Fellowship for 2014

Alice McGrath Wins 2013 Molin Prize

Linda E. Merians, Executive Secretary

The 2014 EC/ASECS in Newark, Delaware

Jim Moody, In Memoriam

William Pencak, In Memoriam
George W. Boudreau

Directory Changes, News of Members, Meetings, Announcements, &c.

Volume 27, no. 2: September 2013 [frontispiece of Discourse on cover]

[Geoffrey Sill and others]

Blackstone Embarrassed: The Performance of the Commentaries
Kathryn Temple

Anyone for an Anti-Jacobin?
William L. Mitchell

H. George Hahn

Hugh Ormsby-Lennon. Hey Presto! Swift and the Quacks (2011)
George Rousseau

Julian Fung

Kate C. Hamilton

Melissa Wehler

Beverly Schneller

Leah Orr
30 Shaun Regan (ed.). *Reading 1759: Literary Culture in Mid-Eighteenth-Century Britain and France* (2013)  
Patricia Gael

Norbert Puszkar

35 Kate Chisholm. *Wits & Wives: Dr. Johnson in the Company of Women* (2011)  
Judi Jennings

Peter Staffel

39 Kirsten Juhas, Patrick Müller, and Mascha Hansen (eds.). *“The First Wit of the Age”: Essays on Swift and his Contemporaries in Honour of Hermann J. Real* (2013)  
James E. May

44 Directory Changes, News of Members, Meetings, Announcements, &c.

---

**Volume 27, no. 1: March 2013 [title-page facsimile on cover]:**

1 Encoding and Decoding Swift’s *Windsor Prophecy*  
Hermann Josef Real

8 Eighteenth-Century Studies at The Penn State University Press  
Kendra Boileau

Jack Fruchtman, Jr.

Diane Krumrey

Manuel Schonhorn

Ellen Moody

Dirk Vanderbeke

Elizabeth Powers
Volume 26, no. 2: October 2012 [gray cover with Mughal palace]

1 Princes and Painters in Mughal Delhi, 1707-1857 [exhibition review]  
   Brijraj Singh

8 Jane Austen’s Bookshop  
   Norbert Schürer

11 Charlotte Lennox: Correspondence and Miscellaneous Documents.  
   Edited and introduced by Norbert Schürer (2012)  
   Beverly Schneller

   Peter M. Briggs

William McCarthy

    Julian Fung

    Kathleen M. Oliver

    Ellen Moody

30  *Women, Dissent, and Anti-Slavery in Britain & America, 1790-1865.* Edited by Elizabeth J. Clapp and Julie Roy Jeffrey (2011).
    Judi Jennings

    Wesley McMasters

34  Notes from Newark [2012 SEASECS and ASECS conferences]
    Theodore E. D. Braun

39  *The Poetry of the Gentleman’s Magazine, 1731-1800: An Electronic Database of Titles, Authors, and First Lines—An Ongoing Project*
    Emily Lorraine de Montluzin

40  2012 EC/ASECS Conference in Baltimore & News of Members (40ff.); Forthcoming Meetings, Resources, Projects, & Publications (55ff.); Directory of EC/ASECS Membership (62ff.)

**Vol. 26, no. 1: March 2012 [facsimile title-page of *Lucubrations* on cover]**

1  The Airs of Joseph Priestley and the Susquehanna Enlightenment (Presidential Address, EC/ASECS, November 5, 2011)
    Lisa Rosner

12  Zoffany at Yale [Johan Zoffany, 1733-1810, exhibition review]
    Brijraj Singh

17  Mathew Carey: A Transatlantic Figure: A Transatlantic Discussion
    Molly O’Hagan Hardy

21  The Melvyn and Joan New Collection of Sterne and Sterniana at Florida [a redaction of notes by Melvyn New]

24  Carla Mulford Awarded Bibliographical Society of America’s 2011 Mitchell Prize

    Emily Friedman
James E. May

Peter Perreten

Robert D. Hume

40 Carolyn D. Williams, Angela Escott, and Louise Duckling (editors). *Woman to Woman: Female Negotiations during the Long Eighteenth Century* (2010)
Suzanne K. Cook

43 Notes from Newark: A Tale of (more than) Two Cities [2011 conferences]
Theodore E. D. Braun

Linda E. Merians, Executive Secretary

53 Melissa Wehler Wins 2011 Molin Prize

54 To the Memory of Leland D. Peterson
Philip Hines, Jr.

56 In Memorium, Blanche T. Ebeling-Koning, 1928-2011

57 Corrections and Additions to the Directory, News, Meetings, &c.

**Vol. 25, no. 3 [i.e. 2]: October 2011, with index [blue cover, putto woodcut]**

1 Boswell and Johann Wilhelm von Archenholz
Robert G. Walker

Peter F. Perreten

Jack Fruchtman, Jr.

Ellen Moody

JoEllen M. DeLucia
Brycchan Carey

In Memory of Arnold A. Markley, IV

In Memoriam: T. H. Howard-Hill, A. Mason, & P. J. Stanlis

EC/ASECS Conferences, 2011 and 2012

Tips for Molin Prize Contestants
Christine Clark Evans

Corrections to the Directory, News of Members, Announcements, &c.

Index to *The Eighteenth-Century Intelligencer*, n.s. Vols. 22-25, 2008-2011
(with subject & name and then contributors indices)

**Vol. 25, no. 1-2 [1]: March 2011 [blue cover: engraving *Der Buchhändler*]**

1 The Undead Eighteenth Century (The 2010 EC/AECS Presidential Address)
Linda Troost

11 ‘A Tale of a (Book-)Barrel’: Another Meaning of the *Tale’s* Title
Kirsten Juhas

19 Johnson and Gibbon: An Intertextual Influence?
Anthony W. Lee

27 Eighteenth-Century Book Tracker, the ESTC, and Google Books: Some Updates
and an Announcement
Benjamin F. Pauley

32 Helen Maria Williams (1759-1827)
Deborah Kennedy

William R. Everdell

John Radner

Jan Stahl

Kevin J. Berland

Irwin Primer

James J. Kirschke

Elizabeth Powers

57 Stephen Karian and Dolores O’Higgins Win Irish-American Research Travel Fellowship

58 Notes from Newark [on the EC/ASECS conference in Pittsburgh, 2010]  
Theodore E. D. Braun

62 East-Central American Society for Eighteenth-Century Studies, November 3-6, 2011  
[at Penn State University, University Park]

63 Michael Genovese and Kate Parker Win 2010 Molin Prize  
Linda E. Merians

64 Minutes of the EC/ASECS Business Meeting, November 6, 2010 with Financial Report,  
January 1, 2010-December 31, 2010  
Linda E. Merians, Executive Secretary

66 In Memory of Frank Shuffelton

67 Additions to the Directory, News of Members (69ff.), Meetings (80ff.),  
Presses [e.g., AUP], Resources, Exhibitions. &c. (83ff.)

**Volume 24, no. 3 [2nd of 2]: September 2010: [green cover with Gulliver]**

1 ECASECS 2010 in Pittsburgh: Recovery  
Linda Troost

2 John Carr and Laurence Sterne’s Ghost  
Melvyn New

6 Confessions of a Coffee Drinker: Or, How Coffee Became Sex(y)  
Hermann J. Real

13 Bucknell University Press's Annus Translatio [with list of titles]  
Nina Forsberg

Cheryl Wanko

Catherine Keohane

1765-1810 (2008)
Norbert Schürer

William Pencak

Ann C. Kelly

Caitlin Kelly

James E. May

Luanne Frank

39 Notes from Newark [2010 SCSECS and ASECS conferences]
Theodore E. D. Braun

45 Additions to Directory, News, Meetings, Publication Announcements, &c.

**Vol. 24, nos. 1-2 [1st of 2]: February 2010: [green cover, Indian warrior on cover]**

1 Odds and Evens: Or Sacred and Secular Gambling in the Transatlantic Eighteenth Century (2009 Presidential Address)
Geoffrey Sill

9 The Matthew Prior Project: An Update and Outlook
Deborah Kempf Wright

10 A Little Noisy Feedback and Much Civil Exchange at EC/ASECS 2009: Bibliography, the ESTC, and 18th-Century Electronic Databases
Eleanor F. Shevlin

Jean Perkins

Manuel Schonhorn

Theodore E. D. Braun

Elizabeth Lambert

Barbara M. Benedict

Marta Kvande

James E. May

35 Notes from Newark [on EC/ASECS, SEASECS, and ASECS conferences]
Theodore E. D. Braun

40 “Recovery in the Eighteenth Century”: 2010 EC/ASECS in Pittsburgh
Laura Engel, Sayre Greenfield, and Linda Troost

41 Brant M. Vogel Wins ASECS’s 2010 Irish-American Research Fellowship

Linda E. Merians, Executive Secretary, EC/ASECS

44 In Memoriam: Donald Eddy, Liisa Erickson, & Stephen Szilagyi

47 Additions to Directory, Meetings, New Publications, &c.

63 Studies of 18C Periodicals Published in 2000-2009 [a bibliography]
[James E. May]

**Volume 23, no. 1: September 2009  [cream colored, pavia plant on cover]**

1 EC/ASECS Meeting 8-11 October 2009 in Bethlehem
Scott Paul Gordon


30 Georg Dionysius Ehret at the New York Botanical Gardens
Peter Staffel

Arnold A. Markley

Norbert Schürer

Edward R. Sunshine

43 Ruth Perry and Susan Carlile (eds.), *Henrietta* by Charlotte Lennox (2008). and  
Norbert Schürer (ed.), *Sophia* by Charlotte Lennox (2008)  
Temma Berg

Nora Nachumi

Mascha Gemmeke

Ellen Moody

James E. May

63 Additions to Directory, News, Meetings, Announcements, &c.

**Volume 23, no. 2: May 2009 [cream colored, newspaper advertisements]**

1 The Ill-Tempered Researcher or What Did Washington Eat at His Inaugural Dinner? (The 2008 EC/ASECS Presidential Address)  
Doreen Alvarez Saar

7 An Introduction to "The Newdigate Newsletters" (13 January 1674 through 29 September 1715)  
Philip Hines, Jr.

18 Paraklausithyron: Some Vestiges of a Forgotten Literary Genre in Seventeenth- and Eighteenth-Century Poetry  
Hermann Josef Real

28 Assessing the Inclusiveness of Searches in the Online Burney Newspapers  
Jim May

Marilyn Roberts

Ashley Marshall

Norbert Schürer

Elizabeth Powers

46 Irish-American Research Travel Fellowship for 2009 Shared by Padhraig Higgins and Catherine Skeen

48 Devoney Looser to Speak at 2009 Burney Society AGM
Geoffrey Sill

49 News of Members, Meetings, Announcements, &c.

54 Directory of Members, 2009

**Volume 23, no. 1: January 2009** [engraving of Samuel Johnson *et al.* related to p. 59]

1 Bibliographic Information for Fifty-three Unlocated Eighteenth-Century Items in Arnott and Robinson’s *English Theatrical Literature, 1559-1900*
David Wallace Spielman

17 Hyenas and Black Swans: Notes on Annotating Richardson's *Grandison*
Robert G. Walker

20 Some Problems in ECCO (and ESTC)
Jim May [i.e. James E. May]

Elizabeth Powers

James E. May

Sylvia Kasey Marks

Emily Bowles-Smith
John P. Heins

Manuel Schonhorn

Susan Manly. Language, Custom and Nation in the 1790s: Locke, Tooke, Wordsworth, Edgeworth (2007)
Anne Zanzucchi

James E. May

In Memory of J. A. Leo Lemay

Johnson Tercentenary Celebrations at Bucknell in March

Johnson Tercentenary Events in the UK and Elsewhere

Cover Illustration: Dr. Samuel Johnson Depicted in “Emblematical Frontispiece” from the Gentleman’s Magazine 1747
O M Brack, Jr.

The Sacred and Secular in the Transatlantic 18th Century: EC/ASECS Annual Meeting, 8-11 October 2009, Lehigh University, Bethlehem, PA

Linda E. Merians, Executive Secretary

Deborah Kennedy

Notes from Newark [on 2008 EC/ASECS]
Theodore E. D. Braun

News of Members (68ff.) and Meetings (73)

Volume 22, no. 3: September 2008 [pink cover, with portrait of Fanny Burney]

Samuel Johnson's "Life of Boerhaave": Texts New and Old
O M Brack, Jr.

Note on Clarissa Harlowe’s Death
Melvyn New
11 *Eighteenth-Century Audio*  
Marie E. McAllister

13 Swift's *Modest Proposal*, Irony, and Malcolm Bradbury  
Hermann J. Real

Peter M. Briggs

Ellen Moody

Adela Ramos

Mary Jane Chaffee

Beverly Schneller

34 Elizabeth Eger & Lucy Pelz (eds.), *Brilliant Women: Eighteenth-Century Bluestockings* (2008);  
Elizabeth Powers

Linda E. Merians

39 A Life Well Lived: A Tribute to Betty Rizzo (1926-2008)  
Beverly Schneller

41 Betty Rizzo: Some Reminiscences  
Brijraj Singh [misprinted “Brijrah Singh” in the issue]

45 In Memory of A. C. Elias, Jr.

48 In Memory of William Bernard McCarthy

49 Notes from Newark [on travel to France and the SCSECS and ASECS conferences]  
Theodore E. D. Braun

55 Ehrenpreis Center To Undertake Online Critical Edition of Swift

57 Additions to the Directory, News of Members, Meetings, &c.

Volume 22, no. 2: May 2008 [pink cover, frt portrait of Tobias Smollett]

1 The Mighty Cavern of the Past (EC/ASECS Presidential Address, Fall 2007)
Kevin Joel Berland

8 ECCO and the Future of Eighteenth-Century Studies
Corey E. Andrews

13 The Gerald Coke Handel Collection at the Foundling Museum
Katharine Hogg

20 Eighteenth-Century Imprints in the Art Research Library of the National Gallery of Art, Washington
John P. Heins

23 Guidelines for the Sven Eric Molin Prize, with List of Former Winners

Yvonne Noble

Christopher D. Johnson

34 Richard B. Sher. The Enlightenment & the Book: Scottish Authors & Their Publishers in Eighteenth-Century Britain, Ireland, & America (2007)
O M Brack, Jr.

Corey E. Andrews

Mascha Gemmeke

Ellen Moody

46 Philippe Huneman (editor). Understanding Purpose: Kant and the Philosophy of Biology (2007)
Luanne Frank

51 Souls for Sale: Two German Redemptioners Come to Revolutionary America: The Life Stories of John Frederick Whitehead and Johann Carl Büttner. Edited by Susan E. Klepp, Farley Grubb, and Anne Pfaelzer de Ortiz (2006)
Patrick M. Erben

57 Clement Hawes. The British Eighteenth Century and Global Critique (2005)
Kate Ferguson Marsters

60 Additions to Directory, News of Members, Meetings, Announcements, &c.
Volume 22, no. 1: January 2008 [melon cover, frt. portrait of Earl of Chesterfield]

1 The Publication History of Lord Chesterfield's Letters to his Godson [with three appendices, including “Passages Expurgated,” “Unpublished Passages from the Final Draft . . .” and “Identification of Letters and Fragments in Letters from a Celebrated Nobleman”]
Christopher Mayo

16 Lehigh University Press
Scott Paul Gordon

Robert Frail

Manuel Schonhorn

Peter F. Perreten

Yvonne Noble

Jack Fruchtman, Jr.

Mary Jane Chaffee


36 Robin C. Alston, Bibliographer and Historian of English Language, Literature, and Libraries

38 The Leab ABPC Exhibition Award Entries

Linda E. Merians, Executive Secretary

43 Anna Foy Wins 2007 Molin Prize
John Heins

43 Notes from Newark [on 2007 EC/ASECS near Atlantic City, NJ] T[heodore]. E. D. Braun

46 Terrence Corrigan Wins Irish-American Research Travel Fellowship

47 In Celebration of Frank H. Ellis
Volume 21, no. 3: September 2007 [melon cover, headstone of Samuel Gulliver]

1  Samuel Johnson Revises a Debate [Gentleman's Magazine, August 1742]
   O M Brack, Jr.

3  Gullible Lemuel Gulliver's Banbury Relatives [illustrated]
   Hermann J. Real

16  Bruce Alexander Honored
    Liz Nelson

21  Contentions about Contentious Times: Recent Works on the history of India
    Brijraj Singh

    Jack Fruchtman, Jr.

    Eve Bannet

    Temma Berg

    Beverly Schneller

    Emily Smith [Emily Bowles-Smith]

41  Angela Vietto. Women and Authorship in Revolutionary America (2005)
    Doreen Alvarez Saar

44  Notes from Newark [Enlightenment Congress, Montpellier, 2007]
    Theodore E. E. Braun

47  Memorial Tribute to John H. Middendorf

48  News of Members, Meetings, Announcements, &c.
Volume 21, no. 2: May 2007 [melon cover, tp of A Census of British Newspapers, 1927]

1 Resources for Locating Eighteenth-Century Periodicals: Strengths and Weaknesses
   James E. Tierney

12 Sterne and Young's Conjectures on Original Composition
   Tim Parnell

17 Eoin Magennis and Jason Kelly Share This Year’s Irish-American Research Travel Fellowship
   A. C. Elias, Jr.

19 BSA's First Justin Schiller Prize Won by Lawrence Darton
   Andrea Immel

21 In Memory of Jim Springer Borck (1942-2007) [four tributes:]
   James E. May, Jerry Beasley, Kit Kincade, and Robert G. Dryden

   William Everdell

25 Laurence Sterne. A Sentimental Journey and Continuation of the Bramine's Journal
   Peter M. Briggs

27 Samuel Johnson, The Lives of the Poets. With an Introduction and Notes by
   Roger Lonsdale. 4 vols. (2006)
   O M Brack, Jr.

33 Sylvia Bowerbank. Speaking for Nature: Women and Ecologies of Early Modern
   James E. May

   A. Franklin Parks

   James E. May

42 Rare Books & Manuscripts Recently Acquired and Offered

48 Notes from Newark [on South-Central SECS and ASECS meetings]
   Theodore E. D. Braun

53 EC/ASECS, Seaview Marriott Resort & Spa, Galloway, NJ, Nov. 8-11, 2007 [conference preview]

54 In Memory of Raymond Rizzo

55 News of Members, Forthcoming Meetings, Announcements, &c.
1 EC/ASECS Presidential Address, October 2006, Gettysburg: “ECCO-locating the Eighteenth Century”
Sayre N. Greenfield

9 The ECCO Revolution
Robert D. Hume

17 The Williamscote Library at Penn State: An Eighteenth-Century Survival
Sandra Stelts

Patricia Barnett

22 St. Augustines Confessions in Clarissa and Tom Jones
Manuel Schonhorn

24 Robinson Crusoe's "Apartment"
Manuel Schonhorn

Susan Goulding

29 Ross, Angus (ed.). The Correspondence of Dr. John Arbuthnot (2005)
Walter H. Keithley

Mascha Gemmeke

Marie E. McAllister

James E. May

42 Margaret J. P. Weedon, 1918-2006: A Personal Memoir
Hermann J. Real,

Lisa Rosner

Linda E. Merians, Executive Secretary
Lori H. Zerne Wins 2006 Molin Prize
Laura Kennelly,

It was the best of times, and it was the best of times: A Tale of Two Conferences [Notes from Newark]
Theodore E. D. Braun

News of Members, Forthcoming Meetings, Announcements, &c.

Studies of 18C Periodicals Published in 2000-2006 [to “Dixon, Diane”]
[James E. May]

Volume 20, no. 3: September 2006. [yellow cover, tp of Tobias Smollett’s Habbakkuk Hilding]

1 Invitation to the 2006 EC/ASECS Conference at Gettysburg College, 26-29 October 2006

3 Molin Prize for Graduate Student Presenters at Gettysburg [guidelines]

5 Tobias Smollett's Authorship of Habbakkuk Hilding (1752)
O M Brack, Jr.

17 The O.E.D. and the Eighteenth Century [with 5 graphs]
Christopher Mayo

26 Swift's “A Description of the Morning” (1709): Ll. 11-12 and 14 Reconsidered [In part a reply to Hermann J. Real’s note in 19.2 (Feb. 2005): 32-35]
J. A. Downie

29 The “Musical” Muscovite: A Presto Hemisemidemiquaver
Hermann J. Real

32: Two Little Known Eighteenth-Century Sites in New York City
Brijraj Singh [misprinted “Brijrah Singh” in the issue]

33 Kant’s Vale of Soul-Making [Review of Lewis W. Beck, Selected Essays on Kant, edited by Hoke Robinson (2002); and Scott M. Roulier, Kantian Virtue at the Intersection of Politics and Nature: The Vale of Soul-Making (2004]
Luanne Frank

James Woolley

Bonnie Arden Robb

Ellen Moody

Karen L. Cajka

50 Wolfgang Wittkowski. *Goethe: Homo homini lupus--Homo homini deus*
(2004)
Paul E. Kerry

54 Collier Commonplace Book Joins Michael Londry's Collection

56 In Memoriam, Gregory Jerozal

57 News of Members, Forthcoming Meetings, Announcements, &c.

Vol. 20, no. 2: June 2006. [yellow cover, tp of Johnson’s *Dictionary*]

1 Invitation to the 2006 EC/ASECS Meeting, Gettysburg College, 26-29 October 2006
Elizabeth Lambert

4 Natural-History Rare Books at The Smithsonian Institution
Leslie K. Overstreet

13 Finding and Publishing Late Modern English Letters
Ingrid Tieken-Boon van Ostade

18 The Fifth Münster Symposium on Jonathan Swift
James E. May

Gwin J. Kolb and Robert DeMaria, Jr. (2005)
O M Brack, Jr.

31 Howard D. Weinbrot. *Menippean Satire Reconsidered. From Antiquity to the Eighteenth Century*
(2005)
Leland D. Peterson

Henry L. Fulton

36 Alexander Pettit, Margaret Case Croskery, and Anna C. Patchias (eds.) Fantomina and Other Works
by Eliza Haywood (2004)
Catherine Ingrassia

James E. May

41 Maynard Mack’s Gift of Pope Collection [Is] Catalogued by Yale
Vol. 20, no. 1: February 2006  [yellow cover, Winstanley’s Lighthouse at Edystone Rock]

1 Invitation to the 2006 EC/ASECS Meeting 26-29 October . . . Gettysburg, Pennsylvania
   Elizabeth Lambert, Temma Berg, James P. Myers, Jr., and Mary M. Stewart

4 ECASECS Presidential Address, October 2005, Annapolis
   [Re: John Dryden's *Fables Ancient and Modern* and his translation of *The Iliad*, Book I]
   Peter Staffel

11 Refereeing the University Press, Or, A Parliament of Publishers
   Kevin L. Cope

19 Gulliver as Fire Fighter: An Addendum to Swift and Rabelais [illustration]
   Hermann J. Real

23 The Literary Estates of H. Bunker Wright and Spiro Peterson: Resources at
   Miami University of Ohio
   Deborah Kempf Wright

27 Lisa’s Travels [review of Thomson Gale’s *Eighteenth Century Collections Online*, ECCO]
   Lisa Rosner

29 Matthew Kinservik Wins This Year’s Irish-American Research Travel Fellowship
   A. C. Elias, Jr.

   James E. May

   Jan Stahl

   Jean A. Perkins

   Polly S. Fields

   Temma Berg
Beverly Schneller

[James E. May]

*James E. May*


*James E. May*

56 In Memory of Sylvia Bowerbank

57 In Memory of Mary Ann O’Brian Malkin

58 In Memory of M[ary]. Pollard

60 The Late David Woolley’s Swift Collection Travels to Münster

Linda E. Merians, Executive Secretary

63 Ashley Marshall Wins 2005 Molin Prize
*Doreen Alvarez Saar*

64 Notes from Newark [On 2005 EC/A ECS meeting at Naval Academy]
*Theodore E. D. Braun*

68 ESTC Libre! [Free access begins at the British Library’s website on 31 Oct.]

69 News of Members, Forthcoming Meetings, Announcements, Publications.

**Vol. 19, no. 3: September 2005 [gray cover, facsimile of broadside on cover. This is the first issue entitled “The Eighteenth-Century Intelligencer”]**

Eighteenth Century [at U.S. Naval Academy]
*Nancy A. Mace*

2 The Huntington Library’s New Munger Research Center
*Kathleen Menzie Lesko*

8 The Museum of English Rural Life at the University of Reading, U.K.
*Peter F. Perreten*

10 The Dennis Severs’ House, London: “Either you see it, or you don’t”
*Eleanor Shevlin*
13  All Female! All the Time! No Apologies! The Queen’s Company and Aphra Behn
    Cheryl Wanko

15  Karen Cajka Wins This Year’s Irish-American Research Travel Fellowship
    A. C. Elias, Jr.

17  Remembering Paul Korshin (1939-2005)
    Mary Margaret Stewart

19  A Private Collection of Johnson and his (Extended) Circle
    Gerald M. Goldberg

26  Traveling Exhibition on Leaf Books
    John P. Chalmers

    James Woolley

30  Jack Fruchtman, Jr.  *Atlantic Cousins: Benjamin Franklin and His Visionary Friends* (2005)
    William R. Everdell

    Leland D. Peterson

35  *The Eighteenth-Century Novel.* Vol. 3 (2003). Edited by Albert J. Rivero and George Justice,
    with Margo Collins as Book-Review Editor. 2003
    Doreen Alvarez Saar

37  Corrine and Russell Earnest.  *To the Latest Posterity: Pennsylvania-German Family Registers
    Sandra Stelts

    H. George Hahn

41  Notes from Newark [on SEASECS’s and ASECS’s 2005 conferences]
    Theodore E. D. Braun

47  Directory Additions, News of Members, Forthcoming Meetings, Libraries

**Vol. 19, no. 2: February 2005** [gray cover, Thomas Rowlandson’s “Brickdust Man.” This is the last issue entitled “The East-Central Intelligencer”]

1  Invitation for EC/ASECS 2005 in Annapolis, 27-30 October
    Jason Shafer

3  The Perils and Pleasures of Interdisciplinary Research and the Late Eighteenth-Century Music Trade
(The 2004 EC/AECS Presidential Address)
Nancy A. Mace

   Linda E. Merians, Executive Secretary

11 Report from the Molin Prize Committee
   Doreen Alvarez Saar

13 The Spectator, No. 23: The State of Book Reviewing [introduces forum that follows]
   [James E. May]

16 Forum on the State of Book Reviewing, with an interview with Gregory Clingham, Director of
   Bucknell UP, Oct. 2004 (16ff.); “Preliminary Round-Table Remarks by Anna Battigelli, former
   book-review editor of 1650-1850 (18f.); by George Justice, co-editor of Eighteenth-Century
   Novel (19f); and by James G. Buickerood, editor of Eighteenth-Century Thought (21f).

24 Das achzehnte Jahrhundert: Signs of Abundant Life in Germany’s Eighteenth-Century Studies
   John P. Heins

26 Two Eighteenth-Century Shows in New York [Gilbert Stuart at the Met and Alexander Hamilton
   at the New York Historical Society]
   Brijraj Singh

32 Swift’s A Description of the Morning (1709), ll. 12 and 14
   Hermann J. Real

35 William L. Mitchell Prize for Research on Early British Serials
   James E. May

37 Catherine Ingrassia (ed.). Anti-Pamela; or, Feign’d . . . by Eliza Haywood; An Apology
   Jerry Beasley

   Lorna Clark

42 Carpenter, Andrew (ed.). [Editions of two works by] John Dunton. The Dublin Scuffle (2000);
   and Teague Land or A Merry Ramble to the Wild Irish (1698) [transcribed from MS] (2003)
   James E. May

   James E. May

50 The Leab Prize for Library Exhibition Catalogues and Delaware’s Acquisition of Frank Tober’s
   Collection of Literary Forgery (+ bibliography)
   [James E. May]

55 Manuscript & Rare Books at Auction and in Catalogues, 2001-2004
68 In Memory of David M. Vieth (1925-2004)

70 News of Members, Meetings, Announcements, Publications, &c.

81 A Select Bibliography of Recent Studies of Censorship, Libel, Obscenity, and Freedom of the Press, Part 2 [continued from 18.3 (Sept. 2004):72-77]

Vol. 19, no. 1: January 2005 [gray cover, table of contents on cover; comp. by the editor; the first and second items are posted in the newsletter archive at the EC/ASECS website]

1 Index to East-Central Intelligencer Volumes 16-18 (2002-2004)

33 A Bibliographical Register of EC/ASECS Newsletters, 1978-2004

55 Directory of East-Central / ASECS Members as of 15 January 2005

Vol. 18, no. 3: September 2004 [blue cover, image of and text on yew tree]

1 EC/ASECS Meets in Cape May, 21-24 October 2004
   [Susan Goulding, and others]

3 Eighteenth-Century Studies from Ashgate [+ bibliography]
   Erika Gaffney

7 Authentic and Questionable Swiftiana
   Leland D. Peterson

11 Lisa’s Travels into Several Remote Sites of the Internet, No. 3

12 Course Description for English 304: Harlots and Rogues
   Peter F. Perreten

   Ann C. Kelly

   Jack Fruchtman, Jr.

   Jan Stahl

   Marta Kvande
Peter Staffel

Ellen Moody

Betty Rizzo

Jack Fruchtman, Jr.

James E. May

42 Manuscripts and Rare Books at Auction and in Catalogues, 2001-04  
James E. May

53 Fire Destroys 18C Treasures at Anna Amalia Library in Weimar

54 Major AHRB Research Grant for Cambridge Swift Edition

55 News of Members and Other Announcements

72 A Select Bibliography of Recent Studies of Censorship, Libel, Obscenity, and Press Freedom  
James E. May

**Volume 18, no. 2: May 2004 [blue cover, tp of Britannia Excisa]**

1 Cape May Awaits  
Susan Goulding

2 Guidelines for Molin Prize Contest  
Doreen Alvarez Saar

3 Eighteenth-Century Highlights in the Archives & Rare Books Department at the University of Cincinnati  
Kevin Grace

8 A Swift Conundrum: *The Beasts’ Confession to the Priest*, l. 216  
Hermann J. Real

12 Addenda and Errata to *John Locke: A Descriptive Bibliography*  
Jean S. Yolton

20 The Royal Oak Foundation  
Lauree Feldman
22 Matthew Prior Project

Louise Barnett

Wanda Creaser

Kathleen M. Kemmerer

Luanne Frank

James E. May

36 Betsey Taylor FitzSimon Wins 2004 Irish-American Research Travel Fellowship
A. C. Elias, Jr.

37 John Locke through the Centuries: Assessing the Lockean Legacy, 1704-2004 [PR for Yale University conference and exhibition]
[Kathy Tedone and perhaps others]

38 Henry Fielding: A Conference Commemorating the 250th Anniversary of His Death, 8 October 1754 [PR for Yale conference and exhibition]
[Kathy Tedone and perhaps others]

39 Notes from Newark [on ASECS’s 2004 conference in Boston]
Theodore E. D. Braun

43 In Memory of Heinz J. Vienken, Philologist and Swift Scholar

45 News of Members and Other Announcements, Publications, &c.

69 Studies of Authorship in the Long 18th Century, c. 1988-2003
James E. May

**Volume 18, no.1: January 2004 [blue cover, tp of Bewick’s *British Birds*]**

1 What My “Eighteenth-Century” House Taught Me about Teaching (EC/ASECS Presidential Address, Greenburg, PA, October 4, 2003)
Marie E. McAllister

6 EC/ASECS Returns to Cape May
EC/AECS Business Meeting [Minutes], October 2003, with Financial Report
Linda E. Merians, Executive Secretary

EC/AECS Molin and Peterson Awards: A Cumulative List

Avian Allusions: The Influence of Thomas Bewick’s Illustrations on John Clare’s Natural History Writings [illustrations]
Anne Zanzucchi

Notes on Goethe Society of North America
John P. Heins

Lisa’s Travels into Several Remote Sites of the Internet
Lisa Rosner

John B. Radner

George Justice

John A. Dussinger

Eleanor Shevlin

Betty Rizzo

Rebecca Kingston

James E. May

Clement Hawes (ed.). *Gulliver’s Travels and Other Writings* by Jonathan Swift (Riverside) (2004)
James E. May

Andrew Carpenter (ed.). *Verse in English from Tudor and Stuart Ireland* (2003)
[James E. May]

[James E. May]
Vol. 17, no. 3: September 2003 [green cover, zombie and spider web]

1 [Invitation to EC/ASECS’s 2003 Conference in Greensburg, “Nature and Artistry”]
   Sayre N. Greenfield

1 First-Line Indexes of English Verse, 1650-1800: A Checklist [Updated versions of this valuable tool have been posted at BibSite on WWW]
   James Woolley

10 Isabelle de Montolieu (1751-1832) and her Readers
   Éva Pósfay

13 From Fielding to Sherwood: Setting a Good Example
   Sylvia Kasey Marks

21 Archimedes in Laputa, [Gulliver’s Travels] III, v, 9
   Hermann J. Real

25 The Lessing Society and Lessing Yearbook
   Michael Ritterson

27 The Spectator, No. 22 [on the state of book reviewing]
   James E. May

32 E-Enacting the E-Enlightenment: How Electronic Classrooms Make the Private Act of Scholarship into Public Performance
   Mark Vareschi

   John Greene

   Lorna J. Clark

April London

Peter Staffel

Eleanor Shevlin

Sayre N. Greenfield

Jean-Marc Kehrès

Ann Cline Kelly

55 The *Handbuch der historischen Buchbestände*

57 Notes from Newark [on ISECS/ASECS meeting in Los Angeles]
Theodore E. D. Braun

61 Washington Area Group for Print Culture Studies, 2003/4 Schedule
Eleanor Shevlin

62 News of Members, Forthcoming Meetings, Exhibitions, Grants, Tools, &c.

**Vol. 17, no. 2: May 2003 [green cover, frt. of Edward Young’s *Night Thoughts*]**

1 The EC/ASECS Annual Meeting, October 2003 [invitation to conference]
Sayre Greenfield

3 Eighteenth-Century Resources in the UCLA Department of Special Collections: A Survey
Daniel J. Slive

8 Holy Living and Holy Dying in British Fiction for Young People 1672-1839
Sylvia Kasey Marks.

14 Lisa’s Travels into Several Remote Sites of the Internet
Lisa Rosner

16 The Pedagogue’s Post [student responses to an English survey course]
Linda Troost

17 *1650-1850: Ideas, Aesthetics, and Inquiries in the Early Modern Era*. Vol. 7. Edited by
Mary Margaret Stewart

24 Review Article: Recent Trends in Feminist Scholarship
Ellen Moody

Laura M. Stevens

James E. Tierney

35 Notes from Newark [on Northwest SECS conference in Seattle]
Theodore E. D. Braun

39 The Burney Society and its Burney Letter

41 Stephen Karian Wins [2003] Irish-American Research Travel Fellowship
A. C. Elias, Jr.

42 News of Members, Forthcoming Meetings, Fellowships, Tools, &c.

55 Recent Studies on the History of the Book as a Physical Object: Including Binding, Paper and Papermaking, Printing, & Typography (Part 2) [bibliography, authors A-L, especially H-L; continued from January 2003]
[James E. May]

60 [Directory of] EC/ASECS Membership 15 May 2003

Vol. 17, no. 1: January 2003 [green cover, engraving of couples in dance positions]

1 The 2003 EC/ASECS Meeting: 2-4 October in Greensburg, PA [invitation]
Sayre N. Greenfield

2 Dance in the Eighteenth-Century Practice and Fiction: The 2002 EC/ASECS Presidential Address [reversing title and subtitle as printed]
Erlis Wickersham

6 Diana Solomon Wins Molin Prize
Nancy Mace

7 EC/ASECS Business Meeting [Minutes], October 18, 2002, with Financial Report
Linda E. Merians

8 Notes from Newark [On EC/ASECS 2002 conference at Rosemont College]
Theodore E. D. Braun

Beverly Schneller

James E. May

21 Recent Facsimile Reprints from Pickering & Chatto

[James E. May]

27 The Scriblerian’s “Bibliography and Index, 1993-1998” Published
[James E. May]

28 The British Book Trade Index, now at the U. of Birmingham

30 [Barbara] Fitzpatrick Wins Bibliographical Society of America’s Mitchell Prize

31 All-Schiffman Concert at the Carnegie, 10 March 2003

31 BIBSITE, New Online Archive Maintained by B.S.A. [Bibliographical Society of America]

32 Rare Books, Listed and Acquired, 1999-2002
[James E. May]

45 News of Members, Forthcoming Meetings, Exhibitions, Grants, Tools, &c.

67 Recent Studies on the History of the Book as a Physical Object: Including Binding, Paper and Papermaking, Printing, & Typography [Part 1] [bibliography, authors A-H]
[James E. May]

**Vol. 16, no. 3: September 2002 [light orange cover, gilt ornamented 18C binding]**

1 EC/AECS at Rosemont College 17-20 October 2002

2 Eighteenth-Century Highlights of The Kline/Roethke Collection at Stanford University
John Mustain, Curator

Linda E. Merians

9 Rosenbach’s “Making Shakespeare” Curated by Jack Lynch

10 Union List of De Montluzin’s Gentleman’s Magazine Work Coming to the Web from UVA’s
Lisa Rosner

Calhoun Winton

Michael Ritterson

Jack Fruchtman, Jr.

18 Iain McCalman (ed.). *An Oxford Companion to the Romantic Age: British Culture 1776-1832*  
H. George Hahn

H. George Hahn

Margaret Case Croskery

Beverly Schneller

James E. May

Jack Fruchtman, Jr.

James E. May

30 MSS & Rare Books, Listed and Acquired, 1999-2001  
James E. May

53 Supplement to “Bibliographic Tools”: Printed Sources (Part 3) {Addenda and Continuation from the May 2002 issue}  
James E. May

64 News of Members, Forthcoming Meetings, Grants, Tools, and Other Announcements, &c.
1 Call for Papers: The 33rd Annual EC/ASECS, 17-20 October 2002 at Rosemont College
1 Joseph Priestley and His American House
   Andrea M. Bashore
6 The Spectator, No. 21 [reception of 18C poetry in the undergraduate classroom]
7 Bartram Trail Conference Gathering Momentum
   Thomas Hallock
8 “Wise enough to play the fool”: Swift’s Flappers [illustrations]
11 Dancing by the Book: European Dance and Dance Notation before 1801: Books from the Collection
   of Mary Ann O’Brien Malkin Exhibited at the Grolier Club, January-March 2002 [introduction to
   the catalogue by Mary Ann O’Brien Malkin and review of the exhibition by Sandra Stelts]
   Mary Ann O’Brien Malkin, Sandra Stelts
   Timothy J. Viator
16 David Perman. Scott of Amwell, Dr. Johnson’s Quaker Critic (2001)
   A. C. Elias, Jr.
   Cope and Robert C. Leitz, III (gen. eds.) and compiled and edited by others (2001)
   Linda E. Merians
   Temma F. Berg
21 Notes from Newark [on the ASECS conference]
   Theodore E. D. Braun
26 At Auction: The [Francis] Hopkinson Hoard—or Not! [questions on printed and MS music]
27 “Additional Copies Found in Cornell University Libraries”: An Unprinted Appendix to
   J. D. Fleeman’s Bibliography
   Donald D. Eddy
29 Additional Copies of Richard Hurd Found at the University of Virginia [addenda to the author’s
   A Bibliography of Richard Hurd (1999)]
   Donald D. Eddy
29 Nineteenth Century Short Title Catalogue (NSTC), 1801-1919
30 BSA’s William L. Mitchell Prize for Periodical Research
30 Addenda to the Publications of Hugh Amory [supplementing list in January 2002 issue]
32 Recent Titles in 18th-Century Studies from Bucknell U. Press

32 News of Members, Meetings, Exhibitions, Grants, Tools, &c.


Vol. 16, no. 1: January 2002 [light orange cover, with engraving of Maho Deo temple in India]

1 Call for Papers: The 33rd Annual EC/ASECS, 17-20 October 2002 at Rosemont College
   Erlis Wickersham and others

3 Presidential Address East-Central American Society for Eighteenth-Century Studies, Cape May, NJ: October 19, 2001 [on “India in the eighteenth century as well as India and the eighteenth century”; Brijraj misspelled “Brijrah”]
   Brijraj Singh

   Linda E. Merians, Executive Secretary

10 Report from the Molin Prize Committee
   Nancy A. Mace

11 Princeton’s Costen Children’s Library Sponsors Conference on “The Place of the Child in Early Modern Europe” in April
   Eric Johnson

12 The MMF Bibliography of French Prose Fiction, 1700-1800: A Progress Report [project by Angus Martin, Vivienne Mylne, and Richard Frautschi, then expected in two volumes from The Voltaire Foundation; see the earlier article by Frautschi in February 1997 issue (11.1:21ff.)]
   Dick Frautschi

15 Eighteenth-Century Holdings in the Kenneth Spencer Research Library at the University of Kansas
   Alexandra Mason

24 Another Epitaph on Dean Swift
   Hermann J. Real

26 Of Surveys, Excursions, and 1650-1850 [largely a review of Volume 5]
   D. Timothy Erwin

28 Frances Burney. *Evelina*. Edited by Susan Kubica Howard (Broadview, 2000)
   Geoffrey Sill

   Calhoun Winton

   Stephen Szilagyi
Frank Shuffelton

[James E. May]

John Dussinger (ed.). *Questions of Literary Property in Eighteenth-Century England*  
[special issue of *Studies in the Literary Imagination*, 34, no. 1]
[James E. May]

BSA’s William L. Mitchell Prize for Research on Early British Serials

Notes from Newark [on the 2001 EC/ASECS conference]
Theodore E. D. Braun

In Memory of Hugh Amory [+ bibliography of publications]

News of Members, Forthcoming Meetings, Fellowships, Tools, &c.

Supplement to “Bibliographic Tools” Printed Sources for 18C Research [adding to research publications listed in September 1998 and in January and May 1999]

**Vol. 15, no. 3: September 2001 [gray cover, Mme de Pompadour seated with a box of shells]**

1 The 32nd Annual Meeting in Cape May: 18-21 October 2001  
Geoffrey Sill

2 Staël Society Now at ASECS [with account of Staël’s career and the Coppet Group]  
Madelyn Gutwirth

4 Eighteenth-Century Holdings at Michigan State University  
Peter Berg, Rare Book Librarian

9 Leland Peterson: Hero  
Ann Kelly

Heinz J. Vienken and Dirk F. Passmann

Robert G. Dryden

Brijraj Singh
Linda E. Merians

Laura Kennelly

Jessica Harvey

23 Paul Wood (ed.). *The Culture of the Book in the Scottish Enlightenment: An Exhibition with Essays*
Henry Fulton

25 Notes from Newark [on the 2001 ASECS conference in New Orleans]
Theodore E. D. Braun

28 Musical Manuscripts Discovered

30 Rare Books and Manuscript News

33 David F. Foxon, 1923-2001

34 News of Members, Fellowship, Tools, &c.

54 Index of Articles and Notices in N.S. Volumes 11-15 (with a separate contributors index)

[73] [Bibliography of recent] Atlases, Engraved Maps, and Cartography, Part II (L-V, continued from January 2001 (p. [77]), both supplementing “Recent Studies of Illustration . . .” at 15.3: 58-76]

**Vol. 15, no. 2: May 2001 [gray cover, with engraving of three views of the pearly nautilus]**

1 XXXIIth Annual Meeting, Cape May, New Jersey
Geoffrey Sill

3 Eighteenth-Century Accounts of Hudson’s Bay and The Phenomenology of Samuel Hearne’s Journey (1795) [“Journey” probably should be in italics--it’s the title of a 1795 book discussed]

7 Gulliver and the Moons of Mars, Once More
Hermann J. Real

8 The “Flower of Swift’s Cynicism,” *The Lady’s Dressing Room*, Again
Hermann J. Real

13 Dublin in 1738: Compiling a Directory of Dubliners [see also p. 36]
Máire Kennedy

16 The Children’s Books Historical Society

19 “Love Arm’d, Aphra Behn and Her Pen”: A Performance by Karen Eterovich
Cheryl Wanko

21 Teaching the American Revolution Era Founders: An Interdisciplinary Approach
James J. Kirschke

28 18th-Century Studies at Fairleigh Dickinson U. Press
Harry Keyishian (Director)

31 Modern Language Association Publications
Sonia Kane

Devoney Looser

Kevin Berland

James Woolley


38 In Fond Memory of Allan Nelson
Liz Nelson

38 News of Members, Forthcoming Meetings, Grants, Tools, &c.

61 Directory of EC/ASECS Members [as of] 10 May 2001

Vol. 15, no. 1: January 2001 [gray cover, with a Kevin Berland drawing on the cover an old EC/ASECS Newsletter]

1 EC/ASECS XXXII at Cape May 18-21 October 2001
Geoffrey Sill

3 Minutes from the EC/ASECS Business Meeting, October 2000 [including financial information]
Linda E. Merians, Executive Secretary

4 Brett Wilson Wins 2000 Molin Prize

5 In Loving Memory of Helen Louise McGuffie
Linda E. Merians

6 Toward a History of the East-Central / American Society for Eighteenth-Century Studies [with a six-page table giving information on officers and conference chairs, locations, dates, themes, plenary speakers, 1970-2000]
19 Resources for Eighteenth-Century Studies at the Winterthur Library
E. Richard McKinstry

23 Eclectic and Underadmired: 18th-Century Holdings in the LSU Libraries
Elaine Smyth

26 October 17th: Music for Frederick the Great
Frances B. Singh

27 November 14th: The Music of Louis XIV’s Versailles
Brijraj Singh

29 Brooklyn’s Bargemusic Concert, 7 January 2001 (“Variations on Match with Dressler”)
Frances B. Singh

30 Notes from Newark [on the 2000 conference of EC/ASECS in Norfolk]
Theodore E. D. Braun

William J. Burling

H. George Hahn

Stephen Hicks

Edited by Joao Fróes (2000)
[James E. May]

[James E. May]

41 Rare Books & Manuscripts Offered and Acquired 1995-1998
[James E. May]

49 News of Members, Forthcoming Meetings, Fellowships, Gossip, &c.

58 Recent Studies of Illustrations and Prints
[James E. May]

[77] Addenda: Some Studies of Atlases, Maps, and Cartography [A-K, later continued]

*Volume 14, no. 3: September 2000 [yellow cover with German stamps of Johann Wolfgang von Goethe]*
1 EC/ASECS 2000 at Norfolk
Marie E. McAllister

2 The Mariners’ Museum Research Library
Susan Berg

5 Resources for 18th-Century Studies at the Folger
Deborah J. Leslie

8 Four Texian Myths Debunk’d: The 18th Century at the Harry Ransom Humanities Research Center
Richard W. Oram

10 *Vathk with the Episodes of Vathek*: The Role of the Suppressed “Story of Alasi and Firouz”
Kenneth W. Graham

12 The Translator Self-Revealed: Diderot’s Comments on Pope’s *Essay on Man*
Christine Clark-Evans

16 What’s New on the Net? An Intro to *ABRO* [ASECS Book Review Online]
Stephen Karian

Mary Jane Chaffee

19 Notes from Newark [on the 2000 ASECS conference in Philadelphia]
Theodore E. D. Braun

22 Report from Mainz [on the SHARP conference]
Eleanor Shevlin

23 Fourth Münster Swift Symposium [organized by Hermann J. Real, the Ehrenpreis Centre, June 2000]
[James E. May]

Eleanor F. Shevlin


[James E. May]

[James E. May]

32 Rejoinder from Author Reviewed [summary of Jane Guernsey’s objections to a review by T. E. D.
Braun of Guernsey’s Lady Cornaro in the *Intelligencer*, 14, nos. 1-2 (February 2000), 28-30

33  Changes in Directory, News of Members, Meetings, Exhibitions, Fellowships, Tools, &c.

57-[88] Recent Studies in 18th-Century Book Culture
[James E. May]

Volume 14, nos. 1-2 [first of two issues]: February 2000 [yellow cover, diagram of Golden Spiral]

1  EC/ASECS 2000 held 5-8 in Norfolk, VA [invitation to conference]
  Marie E. McAllister

2  The 1999 EC/ASECS Presidential Address: Metaphorical Potentials of the Golden Spiral Ratio in the Long, Long, Long 18th Century: Manet’s *Dejeuner dans l’Atelier*
  Joan K. Stemmler

9  Minutes of the Business Meeting Washington & Jefferson College, October 1999
  Linda E. Merians, Executive Secretary

10 John Gilbert McCurdy Awarded 1999 Molin Prize

11 Keeping the Past Alive: The John D. Rockefeller, Jr., Library, Colonial Williamsburg Foundation, Williamsburg, VA
  Susan Berg (former Director of the Library)

13 The Huguenot Society of Great Britain and Ireland: Past and Present
  Randolph Vigne (Past President and General Editor for the Society)

16 *Belfast Newsletter* Index Database, 1737-1800
  John Greene

17 C18 Bibliographies On-Line
  Jack Lynch

17  [Jennifer] Thorn and [Lisa] Berglund Win ASECS Teaching Fellowships
  Mary Jane Chaffee

20 Notes from Newark [on the 1999 EC/ASECS conference at Washington and Jefferson College]
  Theodore E. D. Braun

  Peter Staffel

  Linda E. Merians

  Theodore E. D. Braun
30 Mary Davys. The Reform’d Coquet, Familiar Letters Betwixt a Gentleman and a Lady and The Accomplish’d Rake. Edited by Martha F. Bowden (1999)
Sarah Marino

[James E. May]

35 Burney Society Proceedings on Steady Legs

36 James Kelly Wins the 2000 Irish-American Travel Fellowship

37 James Basker’s Keepsake on Johnson and Jefferson [for the Johnsonians meeting at the University of Virginia, involving a letter from Jefferson to Herbert Croft (with David Vander Meulen’s transcription; also covered here is another keepsake for the Johnson Society of the Central Region produced by Thomas McGearry & John Dussinger, involving Elizabeth Carter’s Ode to Wisdom]


60-85 Contemporary Library and Manuscript Collections [publications c. 1990-1999, later much expanded and posted at Kevin Berland’s C18-L and then again revised for BibSite]
James E. May

Vol. 13, no. 3: September 1999 [blue cover, engraving of Gulliver in Lilliput]

1 The Eighteenth-Century at the Library of the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
Bruce W. Swann

5 Recent Additions to the Kentucky Women Novelists Series
Marie E. McAllister

Sayre N. Greenfield

Betty Rizzo

Richard G. Williams

Leland D. Peterson

20 Notes from Newark [on the 1999 ASECS in Milwaukee and the Enlightenment Congress in Dublin]
Theodore E. D. Braun
Vol. 13, no. 2: May 1999 [blue cover, anti-Federalist cartoon “An Exciseman”]

1 Call for Papers: 30th EC/ASECS Meeting 21-23 October at Washington and Jefferson College
   Linda V. Troost

3 The Case of the Eighteenth-Century Women Novelists: A Lucubration on Feminist Inquiry
   and Scholarship
   [Doreen Alvarez Saar]

8 Eighteenth-Century Studies from Bucknell University Press [with bibliography of “Recent and
   Forthcoming Titles from Bucknell University Press”]
   Greg Clingham, Director

11 Pedagogue's Post [introduced and edited by Linda Merians, offering what follows by John Radner]

11 Teaching Boswell's Life of Johnson [The syllabus for a 1997 graduate course on Boswell’s Life
   of Johnson, plus the first set of study-questions on the Life]
   John Radner

15 French 211 Web Reading Assistants
   T. E. D. Braun

15 “Vivat Liber” at the Spenser Research Library [conference review--papers were much later
   published and are reviewed in the Intelligencer, 27.1 (March 2013), 41-42]
   Arch Elias

17 Kathleen Nulton Kemmerer. “A Neutral Being between the Sexes”: Samuel Johnson’s
   Sexual Politics (1998)
   Laura Kennelly

   Kathleen M. Kemmerer [Despite the “M.,” this is the same person as Kathleen Nulton Kemmerer]

   [James E. May]

22 Notes from Newark [on the 1998 EC/ASECS conference in Salisbury, Maryland]
   Theodore E. D. Braun

24 Address Change for EC/ASECS [Linda moves from Bucknell University to Philadelphia]
   Linda E. Merians, Executive Secretary
25 Irish American Research Travel Fellowship [1999 fellowship to Helen M. Burke]

25 Treaty of Charleston Would Merge SECAS and SEA

26 Queries, News of Members, Forthcoming Meetings, Exhibitions, Fellowships, Tools, &c.

50 Second Supplement to “Part 1: Bibliographical Tools” [bibliography]
James E. May

63 EC/ASECS Membership 1 May 1999

Vol. 13, no 1: January 1999 [blue cover, oval portrait of Phillis Wheatley from her Poems, 1773]

1 Call for Papers: The 30th EC/ASECS Meeting, 21-23 October at Washington and Jefferson College
Linda V. Troost

3 The 1998 EC/ASECS Presidential Address: My Annual Harvest Jaunt
Peter Perreten

5 Minutes of the Business Meeting, Salisbury State University, 10 October 1998, with
Linda E. Merians

6 Jenny Davidson Awarded Molin Prize

7 Joe Scouten Remembered [by 30 former students and colleagues in April at the U. of Pennsylvania]
A. C. Elias, Jr.

8 Thanks to William C. Horne, Conference Chair Extraordinaire

9 Internet Resources for Eighteenth Century Literature Classrooms [includes art and music links]
Michael Austin

Susan Goulding

15 Tony Sweeney, Ireland and the Printed Word: A Short Descriptive Catalogue of Early Books,
Pamphlets, Newsletters and Broadsides Relating to Ireland, Printed 1470-1700 (1997);
Tony Sweeney, Irish Stuart Silver: A Short Descriptive Catalogue of Surviving Irish . . . Plate . . .
1603-1714 (1995)
A. C. Elias, Jr.

17 Sayre N. Greenfield. The Ends of Allegory (1999)
Richard C. Frushell

18 David L. Vander Meulen (ed.). The Bibliographical Society of the University of Virginia: The First
Fifty Years. Preface by G. Thomas Tanselle (1998)
[James E. May]

Announcements, including News of Members, Forthcoming Meetings, Exhibitions, Fellowships, &c.

Women as Publishers, Readers, and Writers [preceded by “Supplement to ‘Part I: Bibliographical Tools’ (46-47) and then “Studies and Editions of Women Writers, Publishers, and Readers” [later expanded and posted at C18-L]

James E. May

Vol. 12, no. 3: September 1998 [gold cover, green heron from Mark Catesby’s Natural History]

1 EC/AOSECS at Salisbury, 8-11 October 1998
   Linda E. Merians

2 Practical Medicine in Eighteenth-Century France
   Jean A. Perkins

6 The Lilly Library, Indiana University, and Its Resources
   Cinda May

10 Early Serials: New Records in the ESTC
    Juliet McLaren

12 Review Article on Jane Austen on Film [review of Jane Austen Goes to the Movies, issue no. 48 of Topic: A Journal of the Liberal Arts, ed. Linda V. Troost (November 1997)

   Ann Kelly

19 Nandini Bhattacharya. Reading the Splendid Body: Gender and Consumerism in Eighteenth-Century British Writing on India (1998)
   Brijraj Singh

   Barbara Knauff

   Bill Yarrow

28 Notes from Newark [on the ASECS conference in Notre Dame]
   Theodore E. D. Braun

31 Book and Manuscript Sales (Mostly at Auction) [divided into American, British, Continental, History of the Book, Music]
   [James E. May]

41 In Memoriam, Charles W. Mann, Jr.
Vol. 12, nos. 1-2 [first of two]: April 1998 [burnt yellow cover, Kevin Berland’s drawing of Hester Thrale recalling Samuel Johnson from an early EC/ASECS Newsletter]

1 Call for Papers: The XXIX Meeting of EC/ASECS
   William C. Horne

2 The 1997 EC/ASECS Presidential Address: The Eighteenth Century: A Brief for Universalism
   William R. Everdell

6 Minutes of the EC/ASECS Business Meeting, 24 October 1997, Ursinus College (6-7); Dues and
   Other Matters; Or, A Note from the Secretary (7-8); and “EC/ASECS Financial Report,
   November 1996-December 1997
   Linda E. Merians, Executive Secretary

8 David Liss Awarded Molin Prize for 1997

9 In Memoriam, Dorothy Seidman Bilik
   Calhoun Winton

10 The English Short Title Catalogue: Past, Present and Future: A Report on the
    January 21, 1998, Conference
    Eleanor Shevlin

15 Eighteenth-Century Studies Is on a Roll: Plotting a Bearing for the Bibliothek Otto Schäfer
   Kevin L. Cope

19 Inside the Electronic Archive: The Brown University Women Writers Project
   Julia Flanders, Textbase Editor

21 From Manuscript to the Internet: The Catalogues of the Marsh’s Library, Dublin
   Muriel McCarthy, Keeper, Archbishop Marsh’s Library

23 Interview with Donald C. Mell, Director of the University of Delaware Press [with list of recent
   18th-century studies titles]
   Linda E. Merians

25 Resources at the Folger Shakespeare Library for the Eighteenth-Century Studies Scholar
   Ann Kelly and Kathy Larsen with the help of Georgianna Ziegler

27 Société Diderot
   Catherine Lafarge

27 Julie A. Reahard. “Aus einem unbekannten Zentrum, zu einer nicht erkennbaren Grenze”:
   Chaos Theory, Hermeneutics, and Goethe’s Die Wahlverwandtschaften (1997)
   Willy Riemer
Joe Johnson

[James E. May]


35  Notes from Newark [on conferences including the 1997 EC/ASECS at Ursinus College]
Theodore E. D. Braun

38  The (Texas) Rambler [on the 1997 EC/ASECS at Ursinus College]
Laura B. Kennelly

40  Pedagogue’s Post [on graduate-level courses on the “Age of Sensibility” and “Tourism and Touristic Discourse”]
John Dussinger

42  The Spectator, No. 20 [on the Ehrenpreis Centre for Swift Studies]
[James E. May]

46  Eighteenth-Century Novel [new annual from AMS Press, Susan Spencer first editor]

46  Bucknell Studies in Eighteenth-Century Literature and Culture

46  News of Members, Announcements, Publications, &c.

Vol. 11, no. 3: September 1997 [cream color, “Frontispiece” of Neptune, king and fleet]

1  The XXVIII Annual Meeting of EC/ASECS Ursinus College, 24-26 October 1997
Peter Perreten

2  Scholarly Opportunities at the New York Society Library
Elizabeth C. Denlinger

4  Addenda to Marino on the Penny Post [in June 1997 issue, Vol. 11.2: 2-8]
Hermann J. Real

6  In Memoriam, Donald Greene [reprinted from ASECS News Circular]
Howard D. Weinbrot

7  Another Recollection and Appreciation of Don Greene
Jim Springer Borck

9  Omohundro Institute of Early American History and Culture, Williamsburg, Virginia
[James E. May]
12 Burke’s Bicentenary Celebration
   Elizabeth Lambert

   Ted Blaisdell

   Raymond D. Tumbleson

   H. George Hahn

23 François de Salignac de la Mothe-Fénelon. Translated by Tobias Smollett. *The Adventures of Telemachus, the Son of Ulysses*. Edited by Leslie A. Chilton, with O M Brack, Jr., as textual editor (1997)
   [James E. May]

   Linda E. Merians

   Beverly Schneller

27 From Handel to Hogarth: The Culture of Early Georgian England
   Linda V. Troost

28 Notes from Newark [Marlboro music festival and family travel in New England]
   Theodore E. D. Braun

30 Access to the British Library and the PRO
   Elizabeth Lambert

30 News of Members, Meetings, Announcements on C18-L, ESTC, &c.

---

**Vol. 11, no. 3: September 1997 [cream color, tp of Memoirs of Mrs. Laetitia Pilkington]**

1 The XXVIII Annual Meeting of EC/ASECS Ursinus College: 24-26 October 1997
   Peter Perreten

2 Looking at the Mail: William Dockwra’s *Penny Post*
   Sarah R. Marino

8 No Trifling Matter [on culinary research]
   Beatrice Fink

10 Masonry in 18th-Century Pennsylvania, with an Introduction to the Resources of the Masonic Library and Museum at the Grand Lodge F. & A. M. of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia
Vol. 11, no. 1: February 1997 [cream cover, engraving of a lantern-bearer and a couple walking]

1 28th Annual Meeting in October at Ursinus College

1 Presidential Address, Georgetown University, 1 November 1997
  John B. Radner

4 Minutes of the EC/ASECS Business Meeting Georgetown University, 1 November 1996, with
  Linda E. Merians, Executive Secretary

6 Two Members Awarded Peterson Service [Award]: Helen Louise McGuffie and
  Mary Margaret Stewart

6 S. Eric Molin Prize to Susan Essman for Best Graduate Student Paper in 1996
  Marie McAllister
8 Georgetown EC/ASECS: Odds and Ends

10 Editing the West Indies
   Thomas W. Krise

13 The Orlando Project: An Integrated History of Women’s Writing in the British Isles
   Isobel Grundy

15 Notes from Newark [on the 1996 EC/ASECS at Georgetown University]
   Theodore E. D. Braun

17 *The Peale Family: Creation of an American Legacy, 1770-1870*: Philadelphia Museum of Art,
   3 November-5 January 1997 [exhibition review]
   Thomas Hallock

18 News from Washington--1997
   Joan K. Stemmler

19 The Burns Bicentennial
   Carol McGuirk

21 The New Martin, Mylne, Frautschi *Bibliographie du genre romanesque, 1700-1800*
   Richard L. Frautschi

   Cheryl Wanko

   Anthony L. DeLuca

   Susan Goulding

   [James E. May]

32 The Pedagogue’s Post [introduction to syllabi from Susan Goulding and Devoney Looser
   Linda Merians,

32 Mapping the Eighteenth Century: Authority, Allusion, and Literary Tradition [syllabus]
   Susan Goulding

34 Female Quixotism: Women Who Read Badly and Readers Who Love them [syllabus]
   Devoney Looser

36 ISECS Congress in Dublin, 25-31 July 1999
Vol. 10, no. 3: September 1996 [lavender cover, with 1724 engraving of Bacchus]

1 Georgetown Hosts our 27th Meeting

2 1997 EC/ASECS at Ursinus College

3 James Boswell, Our Contemporary [Reprinted from the Scottish Book Collector, 5, no. 2 (Jan. 1996) [with a bibliography of “Publications of the Yale Editions of the Private Papers of James Boswell,” divided into “Trade” and “Research Editions”]
   Irma S. Lustig

8 Checklist in Process of Fictional Prose Narratives Relating to the Africanist Presence in Restoration and Eighteenth-Century English Literature
   Ann Kelly

16 The Spectator [on the need for “Charity and rigor” in book reviewing, looking at recent issue of The Scriblerian, apparently the last column with this name written by Peterson]
   Leland Peterson

   Linda E. Merians

   Ellen Moody

21 The Pedagogue’s Post [edited by Linda Merians, offering Tim Erwin’s syllabus for the UNLV course: “Postmodern Intersections: An Honors Seminar”]
   Tim Erwin

25 Update: The Bibliothèque Nationale de France at Tolbiac
   [Barbara Knauff]

28 Places of Interest in the Netherlands
   Blanche T. Ebeling-Koning

29 Notes from Newark [on the 1996 ASECS meeting in Austin]
   Theodore E. D. Braun


31 [ASECS] Executive Board Saves ASECS Bacon [i.e. NEH Challenge Grant requiring $50,000 met with donations by two board members]

32 Special Issue of Eighteenth-Century Life on the ’98 [CFP for a special issue on the Irish Rebellion to be edited by Mitzi Myers with Adam Potkay, to be published in 1998]
London Accommodations [in university halls]

News of Members, Addenda, Announcements of Meetings, Fellowships, Tools, &c.

Index of Articles and Notices in N.S. Volumes 6-10, with contributors index

Vol. 10, no. 2: May 1996 [lavender cover, with frontispiece from Vol. 3 of Tobias Smollett’s Complete History of England (1757) with lady Britannia receiving gifts from Commerce]

1 XXVIth Annual Meeting at Georgetown University
   [Kathryn Temple, Alvaro Ribeiro, Dennis Todd, chairs]

3 Archbishop Narcissus Marsh and the Foundation of the First Public Library in Ireland
   Muriel McCarthy, Keeper, Archbishop Marsh’s Library

9 Miscellanies and Canon-Formation: The Case of Browne’s Pipe of Tobacco
   Barbara M. Benedict

16 Teaching the Eighteenth Century [on the 1995 issue of that ASECS publication and competition]
   Kathleen Kemmerer

   Kevin Berland

   H. George Hahn

   Elizabeth Lambert

   [James E. May]

26 Dr. Mitzi Myers Named First Winner of Irish-American Research Travel Prize
   [A. C. Elias, Jr.]

27 Irish Studies Caucus [at ASECS, reports by Jane Girdham, Andrew Carpenter, et al.]

28 Tenth International Congress Set for Dublin in 1999

28 Studies of the Book Trade in Ireland

30 The Centre for the Study of Early English Women’s Writing, Chawton House, Hampshire, England

31 A Redoubtable Report [on Towson State’s Redoubtable Dons for the XVIIIth Century Assembled, probably by H. George Hahn]
32 Notes from Newark [on the Enlightenment Congress on Münster and sides trips]
Theodore E. D. Braun

33 Book and MSS Sales of Note [Recent auction sales and acquisitions by libraries (UVA, NLS, Yale)]

36 News of Members, Queries, Addenda, Announcements, &c; including on p. 53 “The James Monroe Museum and Library in Fredricksburg,” with notes from its Director, John Pearce supplied by Dick Hanson

59 [Directory of] EC/ASECS Membership, 7 May 1996

Vol. 10, no. 1: February 1996 [lavender cover, illustration of ladies practicing archery (1794)]

1 Welcome to Georgetown in 1996
Kathryn Temple

1 Presidential Address, October 1995 [on 18th-century attitudes toward boredom]
Bonnie A. Robb

4 The Eric Molin Prize for 1995 [awarded to Gregory Brown (Columbia) and Julie Rak (McMaster)]
Brijraj Singh, Chair of the Prize Committee

5 Minutes of the Business Meeting, Delaware, 20 October 1995
Linda E. Merians, Executive Secretary

6 A Proposal to Change the By-Laws [on underwriting the registration fees of graduate students]
John Radner, EC/ASECS President

8 Delaware Conference [in 1995, with Jerry and the Juveniles] and Other EC/ASECS News

9 Diana’s Votaries; or, The Fair Toxophilites [hence cover illustration]
Linda V. Troost

15 Provenance Research and the SCIPIO Database: Auction and Booksellers Catalogues in the Philadelphia Area
Leslie A. Morris, Curator of Manuscripts, Houghton Library

20 The Noel Library: Sign of a New Millennium in Scholarship
Kevin L. Cope

Leland D. Peterson

27 Appendix to the Review of Britannia Issue: Howard Gaskell on Macpherson’s Ossian [Howard Gaskell’s answer to L. D. Peterson about Macpherson’s claims, answered on C18-L 7 Dec. 1995]
Howard Gaskell

Amy Fulton-Stout
Thomas Hallock

34 News from Washington--1996 [on exhibitions in Washington’s museums]  
Joan K. Stemmler


36 The Spectator [on Jon Rowland’s campaign to shame University of Toronto for exploiting adjuncts]  
[James E. May]

37 The Eighteenth Century on Camera [an expansion by the editor with the assistance of Charles Mann and Sandra Stelts of notes about films posted on C18-L by Kathryn Temple and others]

42 News of Members, Library News, Research Tools, and other announcements

**Vol. 9, no. 3: Fall 1995** [engraved portrait of Daniel Defoe by Michael Vander Gucht]

1 The Delaware Meeting in October

3 Arthur Hawley Scouten [Obituary notice]  
[Ann Cline Kelly, Judy Gilliom, A. C. Elias Jr., and perhaps others]

4 Edna L. Steeves (1909-1995) [Obituary notice]

6 The Spectator: Joe Scouten: Gratias Tibi  
Leland D. Peterson

7 The Stoke Newington Defoe Edition [with a bibliography of projected editions, drawing on notes from Jim Springer Borck]

10 The Morrison Collection at San Antonio College  
[James E. May]

12 Alice Marshall Collection [on women’s history, at Penn State’s Harrisburg Campus; account by editor from information provided by Jean Pelletiere, who worked on its catalogue]

13 The Witt Computer Index for Art History [of c. 110,000 photographic reproductions, at The Courtauld Institute of Art, University of London]  
[drawn from an account by Dr. Catherine Gordon on C18-L, 20 September 1995]

14 *Biography Database 1680-1830* [searchable tool produced at the University of Newcastle (John Cannon, project director) and marketed by Romulus Press]

16 ASECS News

17 Applications Solicited: Irish-American Research Travel Fund [to be awarded at 1996 ASECS]
Notes from Newark [on the ASECS conference in Tucson in April 1995]
Theodore E. D. Braun

Mark Rose. *Authors and Owners: The Invention of Copyright* (1993)
George Justice

Irina S. Lustig

“Challenge of the Enlightenment” [1995-96 programs] at Clark & UCLA

Twentieth-Century Novels Treating the Eighteenth Century [a bibliography]
[Drawing upon brainstorming on C18-L by Paul Jacob, Paul Melançon, Tim Erwin and others]

Book Dealers and Auction Houses: Tracking Rare Books and MSS
[James E. May]

How to Check E-mail in London

Query from Janet Aikins, News of Members, and Forthcoming Meetings.

---

**Vol. 9, nos. 1-2: Winter-Spring, 1995** [gray cover, frontispiece full-length portrait of Robinson Crusoe]

1 Welcome to Delaware in 1995!
Donald C. Mell, Jr., and Theodore E. D. Braun, Co-Chairs

2 The 1995 Molin Prize [Call for submissions]
Brijraj Singh, Chair, Selection Committee

3 Presidential Musings: Penn State University, October 1994
Ann C. Kelly

5 Dining Well at the Penn State EC/ASECS
Beatrice Fink

6 1994 Molin Prize Awarded to Nathaniel Paradise [University of Pennsylvania]
Joan K. Stemmler, Chair, Molin Selection Committee

7 Minutes of the Business Meeting, The Pennsylvania State University, 15 October 1994, with Statement of Finances, 8 November 1993 through 8 November 1994
Mary Margaret Stewart, Executive Secretary

9 EC/ASECS Footnotes [on our conference at Penn State University]

10 Shirley Bill Award Honors Mary Margaret Stewart [an ASECS honor used as a thank-you by EC/ASECS members for Professor Stewart’s eight years as Executive Secretary]

13 The Spiro Peterson Center for Defoe Studies at Miami University [opened in March 1995]
Geoffrey M. Sill
17 Pre-1800 British Periodical Subject Index: An Update
   James E. Tierney

20 Early English Serials: An International Union Catalogue of Periodicals and Newspapers
   Henry L. Snyder, Director of the ESTC North America

27 Notes from Newark [on the Voltaire Tercentenary in Oxford and Paris and on the EC/ASECS meeting at Penn State University]
   Theodore E. D. Braun

30 News from Washington [on National Gallery of Art, Octagon Museum, DAR Museum]
   [Joan K. Stemmler]

31 1650-1850: Ideas, Aesthetics, and Inquiries in the Early Modern Era: The Genesis, the Legend, the Future
   Kevin L. Cope, Editor

   Carolyn Woodward

   [James E. May]

   [James E. May]

38 G. Thomas Tansell. The Life and Work of Fredson Bowers, with a foreword by David Vander Meulen and a Checklist and Chronology by Martin Battestin (1993)
   [James E. May]

   [James E. May]
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Vol. 8, no. 3: September 1994 [light orange cover with 1756 alpine engraving]

1 The 25th Annual Meeting at University Park

5 ASECS Capital Campaign Series: The Irish American Research Travel Fund
   A. C. Elias, Jr. [updated from the ASECS News Circular, no. 92 (Spring 1994)]

6 The Founding of The Age of Johnson: A Scholarly Annual
   Paul J. Korshin
7 Notes from Newark [on travel into New England and topics on C18-L]
Theodore E. D. Braun

Kevin Berland

Marie E. McAllister

[James E. May]

L[inda]. M[erians]

16 The Pedagogue’s Post [introducing courses by Henry Fulton and Michael Kugler]
Linda E. Merians

16 “The Garden Seminar” [syllabus]
Henry L. Fulton

17 “Pursuing Britishness: Debates over British Identity, 1660-1850”
Michael Kugler

19 News of Members, Library Notes, Exhibitions, Conferences, Fellowships, &c.

**Vol. 8, no. 2: May 1994** [light orange cover, engraving of Dublin Custom House]

1 The 25th Annual Meeting at University Park

3 Presidential Address: Towson State University, November 1993 [with proposals toward making EC/ASECS more interdisciplinary]
Howard R. Cell

6 The Library of Isaac Norris II: The Formation of an Educated Reader in the Philadelphia of the Early Enlightenment [the collection was donated to Dickinson College by Norris’s daughter Mary and her husband John Dickinson]
Catherine A. Beaudry

14 Notes from Newark [on the 1994 ASECS meeting in Charleston]

15 What then is the SECAS, this new organization?
Daniel E. Williams

[Cheryl Wanko-- reviewer’s name omitted and signed “West Chester University”]
19 Teaching the Eighteenth Century [on ASECS’s Teaching the Eighteenth Century: Three Courses]
   Kathleen M. Kemmerer

21 The Pedagogue’s Post [edited by Linda E. Merians, offering the syllabus that follows]

21 “Eighteenth-Century Travel Literature: The Cultural Contexts of ‘Discover’”
   Lisa M. Zeitz

25 [John Gordon] Spaulding’s Sermon Index [computerized index at the Huntington Library]
   Timothy Erwin


26 The Following Floor Memorial from Dorchester Abbey . . . recorded by Irma Lustig . . .

27 Editors’ Notes [journal]
   Edna L. Steeves, Editor

28 Queries, News of Members, Conferences, and (32ff.) Directory of EC/ASECS Members April 1994


1 25th Annual EC/ASECS at Penn State in October [with list of session titles]
   [by or from notes of Richard Frautschi and Christing Clark-Evans, chairs]

6 Minutes of the EC/ASECS Business Meeting, 13 November 1993, Towson State University, with
   “Statement of EC/ASECS Finances 7 November 1992 through 8 November 1993
   Mary Margaret Stewart, Executive Secretary

8 Kate Levin Wins Molin Prize [followed by “More on the Molin Prize”]
   Bonnie Robb

9 More on the EC/ASECS

11 Annotation: Some Guiding Considerations
   James Woolley

16 The Association for Documentary Editing
   Mary A. Y. Gallagher

19 A First-Line Index of Poems in Irish Periodicals to ca. 1760 [begun by James O’Donnell, drawing on
   the microfilm series Irish Newspapers in Dublin Libraries]
   A. C. Elias, Jr.

21 Electronic Imaging and Eighteenth-Century Books, Or, Candid and Impartial Consideration on
   Entropy, the Library, and the Scholarly Endeavor [treating OCR scanning at LSU]
   Elaine B. Smyth
Vol. 7, no. 3: September 1993 [green cover, illustration of “Club Hubbub”]

1 XXIVth Annual Meeting at Towson State University
   [Jack Fruchtman, Jr. and/or H. George Hahn]

2 Special Collections at Johns Hopkins University
   Cynthia H. Requardt, Curator

3 Other Resources in Baltimore

4 Getting a Grip on the Book in Britain [shortened version of talk at Penn State University, for the establishment of a Center for the Study of the Book, undertaken by James L. West, III]
   Trevor H. Howard-Hill

8 On Turning over a New Leaf: An Old Tale of Editing [on Thomas Reid’s MSS]
   Kathleen Holcomb and Charles Stewart-Robertson

10 The University of Pennsylvania Press [with list of recent titles in 18C studies]
   Thomas M. Rotell, Director

12 Whose Edmund Burke Is This Anyway?
   Elizabeth R. Lambert

   Betty Rizzo

   Howard Cell

22 Notes from Newark [on the 1993 ASECS in Providence, Rhode Island]
   Theodore E. D. Braun

23 The Pedagogue’s Post [introduction to Woodward’s syllabus following]
   Linda E. Merians
The Later Eighteenth Century: The Literary Marketplace and the Construction of Difference
Carolyn Woodward

News of Members, Announcements, Fellowships, Research Tools Published, &c.

**Vol. 7, no. 2: May 1993** [green cover, collage of tickets, call slips, hotel cards]

   Jack Fruchtman, Jr. [for co-chairs, George Hahn and Roger Poirier]

2. The Spectator, No. 16 [multiculturalism in academia, discussed with reference to King Solomon]
   Kikarow [Leland D. Peterson]

   Henry L. Snyder, Director, Center for Bibliographical Studies, UC-Riverside

    William C. Horne

13. Towards a Pedagogy of Feminist Reflexivity: The Challenge of Teaching Sarah Scott’s *Millenium Hall*
    Sylvia Bowerbank

17. A Cup of Coffee [two MS poetical fragments found in a 1803 edition of Thomas Chatterton possibly in a series imitating Isaac Hawkins Browne’s *A Pipe of Tobacco*, titled by the editor, Brian T. Murphy; imitation III beginning “Charming cup of might{y} pow’r” and IV, “Oh! noble Coffee! bev’rage rich and strong”]
    Brian T. Murphy [Fordham University]

18. The Enlightniad [poetical fragment--“altered and somewhat abridged version of *The Profiad*, published in *Thalia*, 1981-1982, as revised for presentation in March 1993 at a reading by scholars of their own poems during the SCSECS conference in Baton Rouge]
    Barbara M. Benedict

22. Conferences, Recollected and Anticipated [on SCSECS in Baton Rouge and the ASECS in Providence, and a forward glance at the ASECS in Charleston coming in 1994]
    [James E. May]

25. Queries, News of Members, Announcements, Publications, &c.

40. EC/ASECS Membership 25 May 1993

**Vol. 7, no. 1: January 1993** [green cover, page with anatomical-astrological illustration of blood-letting man (see pp. 17ff.)]

State University [with CFP offering session titles]
Jack Fruchtman, Jr. [assisted by H. George Hahn]

Mary Margaret Stewart, Executive Secretary

5 [Michael] Kugler Wins the Molin Prize [with “More on the Molin Prize”]

6 The Spectator, No. 15 [editor’s reflections on EC/ASECS, collaborative projects as Garland’s *Hanoverian Encyclopedia*, ESTC, C18-L, and the EC/ASECS-Scottish Studies meeting]
[James E. May]

11 Researching the Eighteenth Century in the Libraries of Southwestern France
Catherine A. Beaudry

12 Montmorency--Not To Be Missed [J-J Rousseau museum, etc.]
Lois Ann Russell

13 Bibliothèque Nationale, Paris
[James E. May]

14 The Penn State Press and Eighteenth-Century Studies [with survey of titles]
Sanford G. Thatcher, Director

17 The Blood-Letting Figure in Almanacs [+ cover illustration]
Louis Winkler

21 Notes from Newark [on the Philadelphia meeting of EC/AESS and ECSSS]
Theodore E. D. Braun

23 ASECS Capital Fund Drive and Other Developments [quoting remarks by ASECS President Paula Backscheider and Mary Margaret Stewart]

26 The Pedagogue’s Post [introducing syllabus below by James J. Kirschke]
Linda E. Merians

27 Seminar on Historical Biography: Lives of the Founders of the United States
James J. Kirschke

28 NEH Summer Seminars for College Teachers (1993) [then “NEH Programs and Deadlines”]

32 Query, News of Members, Announcements, Fellowships, Publication Opportunities, &c

Vol. 6, no. 3: September 1992 [yellow cover without illustration]

1 The Spectator, No. 14: From the College Coffee-House, 24 August 1992 [a frame for two submissions following]
Guyomar [Luis Gamez]
2 A Description of an Academical Summer [a poem beginning “Careful Observers may . . .]  
Ned Wagontongue [Luis Gamez]

4 Letter to “Mr. Intelligencer, 5 September 1992 [on Beinecke and Sterling Libraries at Yale]  
M. Scriblerus XXXVII [Kevin J. H. Berland]

7 The Joint EC/ASECS-ECSSS Conference: Centers and Peripheries of the Enlightenment,  
28 October-1 November 1992, with directory appended of “Rare Books and Research Libraries  
in Philadelphia”]  
[James E. May]

11 Technical Aspects of Eighteenth-Century Common Almanacs  
Louis Winkler

13 Yes, Colleagues, Such Places Do Exist [searching for an estate map at Beaconsfield Library  
and High Wycombre Museum, England]  
Elizabeth Lambert

Leland Peterson

Deborah Kaplan

Betty Rizzo

20 The Pedagogue’s Post [introduction to the following]

20 A Book in the Hand . . ., Or, Historical Materials in Eighteenth-Century Studies [the rare books  
room used in French literature courses]  
Christine Clark-Evans

22 The (Texas) Rambler [on research at American Antiquarian Society]  
Laura B. Kennelly, Coordinator of ASECS Affiliated Societies

24 Queries, News of Members, Announcements of Exhibitions, Fellowships, new Tools, &c.

**Vol. 6, no. 2: May 1992 [yellow cover without illustration]**

1 The 1992 Joint EC/ASECS-ECSSS Conference: Centers and Peripheries of the Enlightenment

2 The Spectator, No. 13 [on applause for Leland Peterson in the New York Times and elsewhere for  
teaching Latin without compensation at Old Dominion following his retirement there]  
[James E. May]

3 Notes of Appreciation from the 1991 Conference Chair  
Beverly Schneller

4 The Florida Sterne [quoting correspondence from the editor, Melvyn New, with an announcement
about The Shandean, established 1991]

5 The 1993 ASECS in Providence, Rhode Island
   Edna Steeves, Program Chair

6 The Pedagogue’s Post [syllabus for Professor Merians’ “Restoration and Eighteenth-Century Literature: The Pursuit of Happiness”]
   Linda E. Merians

9 Passport Records at the Public Record Office (A Reprinting of PRO Leaflet #69)


11 The 18th-Century Interdisciplinary Discussion Group via Electronic Mail
   Kevin J. H. Berland

13 Essays by [Heinz] Vienken and Others from Notre Dame Swift Conference To Be Published

   Kathleen Kemmerer

   Stephen Hicks

17 Notes from Newark [on the ASECS conference in Seattle]
   Theodore E. D. Braun

19 Queries, News of Members, Announcements on Libraries, Fellowships, Meetings, &c.

30 Index of Articles and Substantial Notices in Volumes 1-5 [of The East-Central Intelligencer, 1986-1991, with contributors’ index]
   [James E. May]

42 EC/ASECS Membership 19 May 1992 [preceded by list of officers]

Vol. 6, no. 1: January 1992 [yellow cover without illustration]

1 Presidential Address East-Central American Society for Eighteenth-Century Studies, Millersville University, October 1991 [appreciative reflections on the Bill of Rights, The Constitution, and the Antifederalists]
   Jack Fruchtman, Jr.


4 Jennifer Georgia Wins Molin Prize

Mary Margaret Stewart, Executive Secretary

6 Swiftly among the Fighting Irish [report on conference at University of Notre Dame, on Swift and on Irish Studies]
   Kikarow [Leland Peterson]

8 Notes from Newark [on the Enlightenment Congress in Bristol and the 1991 EC/ASECS at Millersville University]
   Theodore E. D. Braun

10 Marie Du Pont: Portrait of an Ordinary Housewife
    Jean A. Perkins

14 Research Notes from Fall 1991 [recent developments at UK libraries and record offices: including Royal Commonwealth Society, RCHM, Royal Society, Post Office Archives, Federation of Family History Societies (Birmingham), and PRO]
    Linda E. Merians

16 Emigrants: Documents in the Public Record Office (A Reprint of PRO Leaflet #71) [listed types of sources indicate whether located at Chancery Lane or Kew; entries contain references to other PRO leaflets, as #91 on maps; the final section is on Australia, with reference to #94 on convicts transported to Australia]

    Donald C. Mell

    Catherine A. Beaudry

23 Betty Rizzo and Robert Mahony (eds.). *The Annotated Letters of Christopher Smart* (1991)
    [James E. May]

    K[evin]. J. H. Berland

26 The Female Tatler [the last of a recurring survey of scholarship by or on women]
    Elizabeth Nelson

29 Events in Washington [survey of exhibitions]
    Joan K. Stemmler

30 Memorializing Eric Molin at George Mason
    John Radner

31 Queries, News of Members, Announcements, Fellowships, Publications, Meetings, &c.